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NEWS RELEASE
Dacor to Showcase Full Kitchen Suite at the Architectural Digest Design Show
Dacor to Unveil Four New Products at Premier Design Show
LOS ANGELES, CA – Dacor®, manufacturer of ultra-premium kitchen appliances, will showcase its kitchen
suite at the Architectural Digest Design Show in New York City, March 17-20. Attendees will receive a first
look at new premium refrigerators, cooktops and a professional-grade ventilation system that expands
Dacor’s product offerings. This line of award-winning appliances gives designers options to create a true
luxury kitchen.
“The Architectural Digest Design Show is the essential showcase for luxury design,” said Dacor President
and CEO Chuck Huebner. “By presenting our new kitchen suite here first, we’re giving the world’s most
distinguished designers the opportunity to experience how they can incorporate ultra-premium appliances
into their design and meet the performance needs of the passionate home chef.”
TWEET THIS: Four new products from @DacorKitchen will be showcased at @ADDesignShow
#ADDS2016 #design http://bit.ly/1mYif8d
These new appliances offer designers options that elevate the kitchen’s style and function and provide the
cooking performance that home chefs expect from Dacor. The latest additions to the Dacor kitchen suite
include:


Discovery® 42-inch Built-In Side-by-Side Refrigerator: This stainless steel refrigerator has the
largest capacity in its category and has exclusive features including a WhisperMotor™ system that
provides quiet operation, reducing compressor shudder noise. In addition, it includes an external ice
and water dispenser that accommodates tall glasses and pitchers.



Distinctive® 36-inch Counter-Depth Refrigerator: Blending with surrounding cabinetry, this unit
features the largest ice capacity in its class as well as produce crisper drawers that control humidity
while promoting photosynthesis using blue light technology for food preservation.



Discovery® 36-inch Gas Cooktop: Dacor product professionals collected user feedback and
included customer-favorite features such as SimmerSear™ burners and patented Illumina™ Burner
Controls in the creation of this cooktop.



Renaissance™ 36-inch Pro Range Hood: Inspired by the functionality of hoods in professional
kitchens, this range hood provides professional-style performance while enhancing kitchen design by
minimizing the appearance of unfinished edges.

(MORE)
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Along with the launch of new products, Dacor will exhibit its award-winning ranges featuring Discovery iQ™
technology. The Discovery iQ range is the world’s first range to feature an integrated, wirelessly-connected
tablet, which makes it possible for home chefs to control the range via any smart phone or tablet. The booth
will also showcase the Discovery WineStation®, a commercial-grade wine pour and preservation system for
residential use.
The Architectural Digest Design Show takes place March 17-20, 2016 at Piers 92 and 94 in New York City.
Show attendees can experience the complete Dacor kitchen suite at booth #341.
To learn more about Dacor and its selection of ultra-premium kitchen appliances, visit www.dacor.com.
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Dacor will debut the Discovery® 42-inch
Built-In Side-by-Side Refrigerator at the
Architectural Digest Design Show.

The Discovery iQ™ 36-inch Dual-Fuel
Range will be on display in the Dacor
booth at the Architectural Digest Design
Show.

About Dacor
Founded in 1965, Dacor is a leading manufacturer of ultra-premium kitchen appliances. Designed and built
in California, Dacor’s cooking appliances integrate function and technology to create high-performing,
intuitive products that reflect the lifestyle and needs of the passionate cook. Dacor is also the first and only
ultra-premium appliance brand to be tested and recommended by the Master Chefs of Le Cordon Bleu. Le
Cordon Bleu is considered the world’s most respected culinary arts and hospitality educator. Dacor's fullsuite of award-winning appliances include ranges, cooktops, wall ovens, refrigeration, ventilation and wine
preservation. Family-owned for more than 50 years, the company is responsible for many of the innovations
that have improved the way people cook in the modern kitchen. http://www.dacor.com
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About The Architectural Digest Design Show
The Architectural Digest Design Show is the essential showcase for luxury design, all in one place, at Piers
92 & 94 in New York City from March 17–20, 2016. The world’s leading brands along with today’s top talent
come together in a carefully curated presentation of design, offering inspired vignettes by respected brands,
design seminars, culinary demos, and special appearances. From furniture, accessories, lighting, and art to
kitchen, bath, and building projects, the show offers thousands of products to source and shop—both from
independent makers and established manufacturers. Now in its 15th year, the Architectural Digest Design
Show draws approximately 40,000 design aficionados to interact with incredible design displays from more
than 400 brands.

